
Excalibur Crossbow has several
new products for 2009 that will
enable retailers to fit a wider

range of customers. The Kitchener,
Ontario leader in the recurve cross-
bow field has also made cosmetic
changes to its most powerful models.

The Equinox and Exomax share a
225 pound draw weight and 16.5 inch
power stroke, differing only in their
stock design. The slab-sided Exomax
and the thumbhole stock on the
Exquinox have always been camo fin-
ished, as have the limbs formed
through a unique pultrusion/com-
pression process at the company’s
modern plant. This year the barrel
and riser are also being decorated in
camo using the baked-on Fusion
Graphics process the company has
found adheres better to its stock and
limbs than a film dip finish. The com-
pany has also added a curved camo
cheek piece to each model, reversible
to fit either left or right hand shooters.

“The cheek piece makes it a little
more comfortable and customers can
also buy the cheek piece and add it to
any model built since 2008,” Kathryn
Troubrige explained when we talked
about the new line during the Kinsey’s
Dealer Show in Hershey,
Pennsylvania. If you’re uncertain
whether a customer’s crossbow is new

enough for this accessory, look for the
small hole Excalibur began tapping
into the top of the stock for the 2008
model year.

Those newer stocks will also
accept the X-tender accessory butt
plates. As the name implies, these
allow the length of pull to be
increased by up to an inch, to better
fit the largest customers.

For small-frame shooters,
Troubridge said the firm has
redesigned the Vixen crossbow, short-
ening it by an inch. Renamed the
Vixen II, it has the same precise 3
pound trigger pull as the company’s

most expensive models.
Customers who want a little more

power than the 150 pound draw
weight Vixen II provides now have
two choices. The 175 pound draw
weight Phoenix, which has an inch-
longer  14.5 inch power stroke, has
been joined by an Ibex companion
model. Specifications on these two
bows are identical except the Ibex is
1/10th of a pound lighter, at 6.2
pounds, due to its use of the thumb-
hole stock design.

All the hunting models can be
purchased alone or with a new Lite
Stuff accessory package that includes

Excalibur Refines Proven Line
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The X-tender works on 2008 and newer
Excalibur stocks to increase the length of
pull by up to a full inch.

Ambidextrous cheek pieces in Realtree
Hardwoods or AP can increase comfort
and control on the slab-sided stocks.

The Vixen II replaces the Vixen and is an
inch shorter overall, at 35.5 inches. It
weighs just 5.9 pounds yet the 13.5 inch
power stroke will propel a 350 grain arrow
at 285 fps, Excalibur says. The 150 pound
draw weight and shorter overall size
makes this a crossbow most smaller-
framed hunters should be able to cock
with ease, once they learn to use their leg
muscles. The finish is Realtree Hardwoods.
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a Varizone multiplex scope and
mounting rings, four Firebolt arrows
with field points, a four arrow quiver
with mounting bracket, and a rope
cocking aid. “In this economy the Lite
Stuff package gives the customer the
opportunity to get their crossbow and
shoot it and enjoy it. When they have
some money again they can come in
and buy an extra string, serving wax
and broadheads,” Troubridge said.
“Of course, we’d like them to use our
broadheads, but we don’t force them
to.” Excalibur’s 20-page catalog
includes a 150-grain Boltcutter fixed
blade head and a 100 grain X-Act
mechanical head.

Excalibur has been building a col-
orful blue Apex target crossbow in 40
and 90 pound weights. Its 11.8 inch
power stroke makes it legal for com-

petition under the IAU rules which
govern international events. This year
the company has introduced a small-
er, lighter Pixel crossbow with the goal
of getting more kids involved in cross-
bow shooting. Available in 40 pound
draw weight only, this gold and black
model can be used with the same
types of targets and backstops com-
mon in school and after-school
archery programs.

Compact models like the Pixel,
Apex and Vixen are easier for women
and small-framed men to handle,
because they often can rest their
elbow against their side to help sup-
port the front-heavy weight. Because
their limbs are typically lighter than
compound crossbow limbs and
because they lack the eccentrics and
cables, recurve crossbows from

Excalibur or other firms that now offer
them may be easier for youth and
women to handle. At least that’s the
opinion of Mike Thomas, who with
wife Laurie runs the Thomas General
Store in Export, Pennsylvania. 

Thomas told me his wife hunts
with a crossbow but he wants to find
her a model with less mass weight,
probably one from Excalibur. “She
shot a crossbow in the store with an
Excalibur rep and her first shot hit the
bull’s-eye at 30 yards,” he said.
Thomas said a lot of women and chil-
dren seem to be getting into hunting
with the aid of the crossbow, some-
thing crossbow manufacturers have
been saying would happen once
more seasons were available. Because
their store is in the wildlife zone
where crossbows can now be used in
the archery season, Thomas said he
and his wife would be ordering heavi-
ly, programming their orders so the
shipments would arrive in stages
through the selling season.

Thomas told me he planned to
order his models without scopes
since  the new game regulations ini-
tially prohibited magnified scopes. I
heard Troubridge urge other retailers
to go ahead and order the accessory
packages, confident the regulations
would be rewritten to recognize there
were already thousands of handi-
capped permit holders in
Pennsylvania using magnified scopes.
She proved to be correct.

Magnified scopes can help you be
more accurate, but they don’t turn a
crossbow into a long-range hunting
weapon. “Lots of people don’t under-
stand that an arrow from a crossbow
drops quicker than it does from a
compound bow,” Thomas told me,
due to its light weight and high initial
velocity. “On Excalibur’s DVD they
show you how much that arrow drops
between 30 and 40 yards.”

You can request a copy of that
video introduction to crossbows, or a
complete dealer package, by calling
the firm at (519) 743-6890.

By Tim Dehn
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Kathryn Troubridge of Excalibur Crossbow goes over the 2009 product line with Josh
Busy and Dick Alexander of Chestnut’s Sporting Goods, Sherman’s Dale, Pennsylvania.
The retailers visited the Excalibur booth at the 2009 Kinsey’s Dealer Show this February.

With the new Pixel this
veteran crossbow maker is target-
ing the youth market. Gold anodized hardware contrasts nice-
ly with the short black stock and the black limbs, which have
a modest 40 pound draw weight so the crossbow can be used
in school and after-school archery programs.
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